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ON c;-sEMINORMS FOR GENERALIZED INVOLUTION 

A. EL KINAN! 

l 

Abstract: We consider algebras endowed with a generalized involution. We show that 1·1$ is a 
C* -seminorm, for every a p-seminorm I· I,, , 0 < p ::;;; 1, which satisfies the C* -property. 

Keywords: Generalized involution, involutive antimorphism, C* -seminorm, submultiplicativ
ity. 

An involutive antimorphism on a complex algebra E is a vector involution x -
x* ([l]) such that (xy}* = x*y* for every x, y E E. A vector space involution 
x f-----t x* is said to be a generalized involution if either it is an algebra involution 
(i.e. (xy)* = y*x* for every x, y EE) or an involutive antimorphism. An algebra 
p-norm on E is a linear p-norm ll·IIP, 0 < p ::;;; 1, satisfying l]xy\lP ::;;; llxllp l]yl]P 
for every x, y E E. A complete p-normed algebra will be called p-Banach algebra. 

Let ( E, ll·IIP), 0 < p ::;;; 1, be a complex p-Banach algebra endowed with a 

generalized involution x - x*. An element a of E is said to be hermitian (resp. 
normal} if a = a* (resp. aa* a*a }. We designate by H(E) (resp. N(E)} 
the set of hermitian (resp. normal) elements of E. We say that a p-Banach 

algebra ( E, ll·IIP) with a generalized involution is hermitian if the spectrum of 

every hermitian element is real. We denote Ptak's function on E by PE that 
is, for every a E E, PE(a} t?E(aa*)½, where f!E is the spectral radius i.e. 

f!E(a) = sup{l,XI:).. E Spa}. Let ( E, ll·IIP), 0 < p::;;; 1, be a hermitian p-Banach 

algebra with an algebra involution x f-----t x*. We show, as in the Banach case 
(!51), that PE is an algebra seminorm such that t?E ::;;; PE and PE(a} 2 PE(aa*} 
for every a EE. Moreover RadE = {x EE: PE(x) = 0}. 

Taking into account the fact that in any p-Banach algebra ( E, ll·IIP) we 
l 

have f!E(a)P = lim llanll; for every a EE. One can prove, as in [5], the following 
n 

result. 
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Proposition 1. Let ( E, ll·IIP), 0 < p ~ 1, be a p-Banach algebra with a gener

alized involution x i---+ x*. The following assertions are equivalent: 
1) E is hermitian. 
2) There is c > 0 such that l!E(a) ~ cPE(a) for every a E N(E). 
3) eE(a) ~ PE(a) for every a EE. 

Using Theorem 3.10 of [7] and the fact that the quotient of a p-Banach alge
bra by a primitive ideal is a primitive p-Banach algebra, we can extend Theorem 
4.8 p.19 of Kaplansky ([41) to the p-Banach case as follows. 

Theorem 2. Any real semi-simple p-Banach algebra, 0 < p ~ 1, in which every 
square is quasi-invertible is necessarily commutative. 

Let E be a complex algebra with an algebra involution x i---+ x*. A C* -
seminorm is a seminorm l·I on E which satisfies the C*-property la*al = lal 2 for 
every a EE. In [61 Z. Sebestyen has proved that every C*-seminorm is automat
ically submultiplicative. In this paper we extend this result to the p-seminorm 
case as follows. 

Theorem 3. Let E be a complex algebra endowed with a generalized involution 
x i---+ x*. If l ·IP is a linear p-seminorm, 0 < p ~ 1, on E such that 

la*alp = lal! for every a EE, 

then I· I; is an algebra seminorm and the completion of E /Ker I· IP is a C* -algebra. 

Proof. Using the elementary algebraic identity 

4ab = (b + a*)*(b +a*)+ i(b + ia*)*(b +ia*) 
- (b - a*)*(b - a*) - i(b- ia*)*(b - ia*) 

valid for every a, b E E, we obtain that 

So lablP ~ 42-P for every a, b EE with la*lp ~ 1 and lblp ~ 1. This implies that 

for every a, b E E. (1) 

Hence 
lalp ~ 41-; la*lp for every a E E. (2) 

According to {l) and {2) we get 

for every a, b EE. 
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Consider on E/ Ker [·IP the p-norm denoted by ll·IIP and defined by 

ll1r(x}llp = lx!P for every x E E, 

where 1r is the natural quotient map of E onto E/Kerl•IP. Denote by Ethe 

completion of the p-normed algebra ( E/Ker l·IP, ll·IIP). The p-norm in E will 

also be designated by 11 · IIP. Then we have 

(3) 

and ,..., 
for every a, b EE. (4} 

,..., 
For a EE, put 

II lal lip = sup{llabllp : llbllp ~ 1 }. 

We get an algebra p-norm on E such that 
,..., 

for every a EE. 

In the p-Banach algebra (E, 111-!IIP) with a generalized involution x - x*, the 

spectral radius f.!E satisfies, for every a E N(E}, 

Hence 

2-n+l 

f.!E(a)
2
P = l~ II la2

,. I IIP 

2-n+l 
1~ lla2nllp 

= 1~ ll{a*a}2n 11:-n 

= li~ lll{a*a}2n 11i:-n 
= eE(a*a)P. 

f.!E(a} = PE(a} for every a E N(E}, 

which implies in particular 

(5) 

2-n-l 
f.!E(a)P = li~ II l(a*a}2,. IIIP = l!a*all$ llallp for every a E N(E). (6) 

By Proposition 1 the algebra ( E, II H IIP) is hermitian and so 

{7} 
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We consider first that x ~ x* is an algebra involution. In this case we get by 
(6} and (7} 

llabll! ~ llbb*(a*a}2bb*II; for every a, b EE. 

Inductively, we obtain for every n = l, 2, ... 

It then follows from (4} and (3) that 

llabll! ~ (46
-

3P)2
_,.. llall! llbll! for every n l, 2, ... and a, b EE. 

Letting n tend to infinity, we obtain 

~ 

llabllp ~ llallP llbllP for every a, b EE. 

Therefore 

lablp ~ lalp lblp for every a, b E E. 

On the other hand PE is an algebra seminorm such that 

PE(a}2 PE(a*a) for every a EE, 

and by (6} 

Thus 
..,very a EE . 

l 

This implies that 11 · llj is an algebra seminorm. Moreover PE is an algebra norm 

on E which is equivalent to ll·IIP, and such that (E, PE) is a C*-algebra. Suppose 
now that x ~ x* is an involutive antimorphism. We will show that in this case 
the algebra E is commutative. It is sufficient to consider the real p-Banach algebra 
H(E). By (6) we have Rad(H(E)) = {O}. Since E is hermitian every square of 
H(E) is quasi-invertible. Hence by Theorem 2 the algebra H(E) is commutative. 
This completes the proof. • 

Let E be a complex algebra with a generalized involution x ~ x*. We 
define a c;-seminorm as being a linear p-seminorm l·IP, 0 < p ~ 1, on E such 

that la*alP = lal! for every a EE. If l·IP is a c;-seminorm, 0 < p ~ l, then by 
l 

Theorem 3 l·lif is a C*-seminorm. Then we have the following result which is an 
extension of Theorem 4 of [6]. 
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Corollary 4. Let E be a complex algebra with a generalized involution x 1--------t x*, 
I a *-ideal in E and l·lv a c;-seminorm on E. The following assertions are 
equivalent: 

1) There exists a C*-seminorm 1·1 on E such tl1at lxl 
xE I. 

2) For every a EE 

1 

sup{lablff, b EI, lblv ~ 1} < +oo. 

1 

!xi; for every 

Remark 5. If l·lv is linear p-seminorm, 0 < p ~ 1, such that clx*lvlxlp ~ 
!x*xlP for every x E E and some comitant c > 0, then !·IP is not necessarily 
submultiplicative as the following example shows: 

Let E = C(!O, 1]) be the algebra of all complex-valued continuous functions 
on [O, 1] endowed with the norm 

1 

111111 = fo 11(t)I dt 

and the involution f t-t /* = f. It is clear that 11/111 = ll/*11 1 and ll/11~ ~ 
II/* /11 1 for every f E E. But 11·11 1 is not submultiplicative. Actually 11·11 1 is a 
linear norm for which the product is not continuous. 

Remark 6. Let !·IP be a linear p-seminorm, 0 < p ~ 1 such that lx*xlp ~ 
c lxlp Ix* Ip for every x E E and some constant c > 0. The same argument used in 

the proof of Theorem 3 shows that lxl~ = max (!xiv, lx*lv) is a linear p-seminorm, 

0 < p ~ 1, for which the product is continuous. It is not the case for l·lv as the 
following example shows: 

Let E denote the direct sum C([O, 1]} EB C([O, l]). Define norm, product and 
involution in E by: 

where 

and 

ll{f,9)11 = max(llflloo, ll9lli); 

(/1,91)(/2, 92) {/ih, 9192), 

U, 9)* = (g, 7L 

11/11 00 sup 1/(t)I 
tE[0,1) 

llnlh = fo1 
jg(t)I dt. 

Itiseasytoverifythat ll(f,9)*(/,g)II ~ ll(f,9)llll(f,9)*II for every f,9E C([0,11). 
But the product is not continuous for II· II . 
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